(14 characters total: 8 required, 6 optional. All may be played by either gender.
The guest pre-game site for this game is http://www.yourmysteryparty.com/sunny

SUSPECT

MARDI CHASER

Criminal Defense Attorney
REQUIRED

KRIS ANGELS
Magician

REQUIRED

SAM LAFTON
Standup Comic
REQUIRED

TENDO HARVEY
Video Game Designer
REQUIRED

LOGAN ANTHONY
Butcher

REQUIRED

DREW ADEL

Professional Dog Handler
REQUIRED

COREY MELON

Canine Behavioral Specialist
REQUIRED
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BIO
SUGGESTED ATTIRE
Mardi Chaser is a distinguished criminal defense
attorney in the town of Greenville. This wild
attorney is famous for wacky commercials on
Casual business attire.
television and billboards in town. Dedication and
persistence have catapulted Mardi into a
penthouse office.
Kris Angels is a hardworking magician. The
townspeople of Greenville often hire Kris for
Magician’s attire. Cape,
children’s parties, corporate events, and more.
top hat and a wand as
Kris aspires to leave Greenville to break into the
optional accessories.
entertainment industry with the show The Angel
Magic Experience.
Sam Lafton is the peculiar stand-up comic.
A comedy t-shirt (one
Beware of chats with Sam unless you like
that says something
uncomfortable stares and awkward pauses. Sam
funny, a joke, etc.) and
roasts the good people of Greenville during
a toy microphone as an
comedy routines, and many consider Sam to be
optional prop.
an archenemy.
Tendo Harvey is the physically-fit video game
designer who loves to talk about one thing –
Any attire to do with
Tendo Harvey. Tendo was a notorious school
video games – a Zelda
costume, Nintendo shirt,
bully many years ago, and this behavior seeps
etc.
back to the surface when Tendo doesn’t get what
Tendo wants.
Logan Anthony is the bossy butcher at the
Greenville Meat Emporium. The shop has a
Butcher’s uniform with a
reputation for having the best meat in town but
toy cleaver as an
has the most unfriendly staff. Unfortunately,
optional prop.
customers must endure being ridiculed by Logan
to purchase steaks.
Drew Adel is the award-winning professional dog Casual attire. Optional
handler. Drew is a loyal friend and hard worker. to bring winning ribbons,
Drew’s got a competitive spirit and is a permanent
etc. to show off your
past titles at the
resident of the American Dog Club winner’s circle.
American Dog Club
Drew will do anything for an ADC National
(ADC) shows.
Championship.
Corey Melon is the arrogant canine behavioral
Trendy warm up/ track
specialist. This dog whisperer owns the only
suit. Dog whistle and
training facility in town and charges enormous
dog treats as optional
rates for services. Corey is difficult to deal with
props.
and angers most clients of the facility.

OMARI SHADY
Makeup Artist
REQUIRED

TIKI WATERS
Lifeguard
Optional

PIZZY TANKUS
Guitarist

Optional

ALEX COMBS
Dog Groomer
Optional

KELLY CHRISTIE
Gossip Columnist
Optional

JOSS HOPE
Unemployed
Optional

MICKI WALKER
Fashion Designer
Optional
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Omari Shady is the creative makeup artist. This
facial artist is meticulous, which is most likely why
Omari’s work always shows up in the trendiest
fashion magazines.

Trendy clothing with an
apron. Hair should be
eclectic and messy. If
played by a female,
wear heavy, trendy
makeup. Optional to
have makeup with you
as optional props.

Bathing suit of any kind
Tiki Waters is the discourteous lifeguard at the
with
an emergency float
Greenville Water Park. Tiki Waters is a badand whistle as optional
mannered party crasher. To the other guests’
props. Instead of a
dismay, Tiki has acquired an invite to the Sunny
bathing suit, you can
Lane Block Party, even though Tiki lives across
wear beach-casual
attire.
town!
Glam
rock
hair, makeup,
Pizzy Tankus is the antisocial guitarist for the
and
it
is
optional
to have
band Armpit Anguish. Pizzy suffers from anger
a guitar (real or fake) as
management issues and is judgmental of others.
a prop. Pop star
These nasty qualities tend to anger Pizzy’s
costume or rocker
bandmates – and anyone within earshot.
costume.
Alex Combs is a legendary dog handler who
became famous in the dog show circuit in the
White shirt, black pants
‘90s. Lately, Alex has focused on dog grooming
and an apron. Optional
at Canine Cleaners - a shop owned by Alex. This to have combs and toy
scissors as optional
former handler refuses to return to the world of
props.
dog shows, but nobody understands what made
Alex lose the spirit of competition.
Kelly Christie is the talented gossip columnist for
the Greenville Times. Kelly knows everybody in
Casual yet trendy
town and has written about nearly everyone in the
business attire. Pen
and paper as optional
gossip column. However, it’s not an honor to be
props.
talked about in Kelly’s articles. The townspeople
avoid Kelly’s radar.
Originally hailing from the UK, this feisty individual
T-shirt and jeans.
is currently seeking employment. Joss has
Optional to bring some
experience in nearly every blue-collar job, so Joss
resumes as props to
is a Jack-of-all-Trades. However, Joss’s skills
hand out to the other
aren’t proving to be assets, as Joss cannot land a
guests.
position anywhere!
Micki Walker has aspired to become a fashion
designer since the early age of three. Micki’s
Highly trendy attire.
creations are quickly capturing notice by celebs,
Remember, you are the
one who creates
and it’s only a matter of time before Micki’s
fashion, so nothing is off
garments walk the runways of New York City.
limits!
Micki is an old soul in a young body and speaks
as if s/he were over seventy years old.

HOW TO HOST A LARGE PARTY WITH THIS GAME:
• 14 players from the main game
• 6 players from expansion pack #1 (purchased separately)
• Up to 15 players with a team with Tele Ewe as the RBC News Crew
(expansion pack #1)
• Up to 6 players with expansion pack #2 (purchased separately)
There are 26 unique players and an additional 15+ you can invite as
duplicate team players totaling 40+ players on your guest list!

Expandable Teams: Some games may have expandable players. This is denoted in
the description, the product details and the character list. This means a specified
player(s) is designed to have an optional team with them during the game. It's as if
you were invited to a party and decided to bring along your friends/colleagues. What
would you speak to the other guests about if you attended a party with your friend?
You'd have the mutual acquaintance in common, so that's what you'd talk about! In
other words, if the character is a magician, they can have a team of up to ~15-20
magician's assistants with them. The assistants' cards will have the information/clues
of their lead player and that is what they use to play with in the game. The
expandable players all have duplicate cards, but are in the game just like everybody
else otherwise. This is a great way to host large events and still give everyone a role in
the game. If you are hosting a party for 100-200 people, you would not want 100-200
story lines to sift through once the mystery occurs. That's a nightmare. This enables
you to grow your guest list without adding chaos to your game.
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